This lecture explores seminal moments in the biography of the medieval Mediterranean’s most cross-culturally significant sculptural monument. It was elevated by the emperor Justinian and placed on an enormous column next to the Hagia Sophia in Constantinople. Though it remained stationary, its international biography took many fascinating twists and turns. The Byzantine empire’s bronze horseman assumed new identities, spawned conflicting narratives, and acquired international acclaim. An equestrian sculpture that started its life as a representation of a Theodosian emperor for centuries served as a statue of Justinian before ending its life as a curious pile of colossal fragments. Neutralized by Mehmed the Conqueror shortly after the fall of Constantinople, it was obliterated in the sixteenth century. Recovering the horseman’s story requires engaging an extensive array of sources and a variety of visual worlds: Byzantine, Islamic, Slavic, Crusader, and Renaissance historical accounts; medieval pilgrimage, geographic, apocalyptic and apocryphal narratives; Byzantine and medieval French vernacular poetry; Arabic and Ottoman literature; Byzantine, Bulgarian, Italian, French, Latin, and Ottoman illustrated manuscripts; Florentine wedding chests; Venetian paintings; Russian icons; drawings and engravings by artists of various nationalities.

Admission only after registration to event@sri.org.tr!